We present a multilevellgenetic circuit partitioning algorithm that utilizes the Metis graph partitioning package [13] , which had been previously applied to finite-element graphs. Our new technique produces better results than Metis alone, and also produces bipartitionings that are competitive with the recent methods of [17], while using less CPU time.'
INTRODUCTION A netlist hypergraph H ( V , E )
(w1, wz,. . . wn}; a hyperedge. (or to be a subset of V with size greater than one. A bzpartztzonzng P = {X,Y} is a pair of disjoint clusters (i.e., subsets of V) X and Y such that X U Y = V. The cut of a bipartitioning P = {X,Y} is the number of nets which contain modules in both X and Y , i.e., cut(P) = I{e I e n X # O,e n Y # 0}1 Given a balance tolerance r, the mzn-cut bzpartzt8onzngproblem seeks a solution P = { X , Y } that mini 5 1x1, /YI 5 *
The standard bipartitioning approach is iterative improvement based on the Kernighan-Lin gorithm, which was later improved by Mattheyses (FM) [8] . The FM algorith some initial solution { X , Y } and proceeds in a series S. During a pass, single modules oved between X and Y until each been moved exactly once. Given a current solu that a "last-in-first-out" scheme based on the order that modules are moved in FM is significantly better than random or "first-in-first-out" tie-breaking schemes Dutt The "two-phase" approach can be extended to include more phases; such a multzlevel approach is illustrated in techniques to partition clique-based clusters and Sun and Sechen [18] have used (three-level) multilevel clustering in their cell placement algorithm. However, multilevel partitioning is very well-studied in the scientific computing community, with two strong public domain software packages having been developed. Hendrickson and Leland [12] developed the Chaco partitioning package which utilizes both spectral and iterative techniques. Karypis and Kumar [13] later developed a simllar package called Metis, which also allows non-recursive multi-way partitioning. Our work can be viewed as a "wrapper" around the Metis package, with the use of Metis as opposed to Chaco arbitrary. The 31 has produced good partitioning res ent graphs, and is extremely efficient esis, which our work has verified, was that Metis adapted t o circuit netlists is both better and faster than FM. We have also integrated Metis into a genetic algorithm; our experiments show that this ap- while requiring much less CPU time.
GRAPH PARTITIONING USING METIS
The Metis package [13] has multiple algorithm options for coarsening, for the initial partitioning step, and for refinement, e.g., one can choose among eight distinct matchingbased clustering schemes. Our methodology follows the recommendations of [13] . Before multilevel partitioning is performed, the adjacency lists for each module are randomly permuted. The following discussion applies our previous notation to weighted graphs; a weighted graph is simply a hypergraph H I with )e) = 2 for each e E E, 
4.
Use HEM to lind a matching M of HI Contract each edge in M to form a clustering.
Construct the coarser graph H,+1(V,+l,E*+l).
Set i to i + 1.
5.
Let m = a. Apply GGGP to Hm to derive Pm.
Refine Pm using BGKLR. Refine P, using BGKLR. To run Metis on circuit netlists, we must first construct a sparse graph from a given circuit hypergraph. The traditional clique net model (which adds an edge to the graph for every pair of modules in a given net) is a poor choice since large nets destroy sparsity. Since we observed that keeping large nets generally increases the cut size, our method removes all nets with more than 50 modules. For each net e, our converter picks 5 le1 random pairs of modules in e and adds an edge with cost one into the graph for each pair. Our converter retains the sparsity of the circuit, introduces randomness and is fairly efficient.
A G E N E T I C VERSION OF METIS

3.
Our experiments show that over multiple independent runs, Metis will generate at least one very good solution but has unstable performance. To remedy this, we have integrated Metis into a genetic framework (see [lo] ).
An indicator vector p' = {pl, pz, . . . , p , } for a bipartitioning P = { X , Y } has entry p , = 0 if vt E X and entry p, = 1 if ut E Y , for all a = 1 , 2 ,..., n. The distance between two bipartitionings P and Q with corresponding indicator vectors $and {is given by Ip, -q,l, i.e., by the number of module moves needed to derive solution Q from the initial solution P. Boese et al. [3] showed that the set of local minima generated by multiple FM runs exhibit a "big valley" structure: solutions with smallest distance to the lowest-cost local minima also have low cost, and the best local minima are "central" with respect to the other local minima. Thus, we seek to combine several local minimum solutions generated by Metis into a more "central" solution.
Given a set S of s solutions, the s-digit binary code C ( i ) for module w1 is generated by concatenating the ith entries of the indicator vectors for the s solutions. We construct a clustering by assigning modules U, and v, to the same cluster if C ( i ) and C ( j ) are the same code. Our strategy integrates this code-generated clustering into Metis, in that we use HEM clustering and force every clustering generated during coarsening to be a refinement of the code-based ~l u s t e r i n g .~ Our Genetic Metis (GMetis) algorithm is shown in Figure 3. 3A clustering Pk is a r e f i n e m e n t of Q' (k 2 I ) if some division of clusters in Q' will yield Pk.
T4-OB2.2
Output:
Bipartitioning P = { X , Y } Variables: s : Number of solutions  23  22  22  37  39  43  53  41  69  59  90  72  134   111   123  349  399  293  355 for 1 5 z 5 n using S F i g u r e 3. The G e n e t i c Metis A l g o r i t h m
Step 1 initially sets all codes to 0 0 . . 0, which causes GMetis to behave just like Metis until s solutions are generated. Steps 2 and 3 are loops which cause numgen lutions to be computed.
Step 4 cona graph; this step is performed only once out of every 10 times Metis is called. We perform the conversion with this frequency to reduce runtimes while allowing different graph representations. In Step 5, Metis is called using our version of HEM described above.
Step 6 maintains the set of solutions s; we replace solution Q E S with solution P if the cut of P is
Step 7 computes the binary code on the current solution set, but only after the first generation has completed and five solutions with the previous code-based clustering have been generated. The solution with lowest cut is returned in
Step 8.
E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S
All of our experiments use a subset of the benchmarks from the ACM/SIGDA suite; hypergraph formats and statistical information for these circuits are available on at http.//ballade.cs ucla.edu/-cheese. sume unit module areas, and our code compiled with g++ v2.4 iments were run on an 85 mes reported are for this
Our first set of experiments compares Metis against hase FM. We ran Metis 100 times with machine (in seconds) erwise specified umn. The fourth column reports the FM results of [9] e-breaking strategy and a lookahead es upon that of [15] . Finally, the fifth st two-phase FM results observed for various clustering algorithms as reported in [l] and [9] .
Metis does not appear to be faster than FM for circuits with less than 2000 modules, but for larger circuits with 5000-12000 modules, Metis is 2-3 times faster With regard to solution quality, we conclude that multilevel ap- The next set of experiments compares Metis with GMetis. We ran GMetis for 10 generations while maintaining s = 10 solutions so that both Metis and GMetis considered 100 total solutions. The minimum and average cuts observed, as well as total CPU time, are reported for both algorithms in Table 2 . On average, GMet that are 2.7% lower than Metis, ower average cuts. We believe that GMetis can greatest impact for larger circuits. and 55% of the total number of modules. Table 4 quotes the CPU times in seconds for PROP, Paraboli, and GFM on a Sun Sparc 5 , a DEC 3000 Model 500 AXP, and a Sun Sparc 10 respectively. We modified GMetis to handle varying size constraints but found that GMetis with T = 0.1 was sometimes outperformed by GMetis with T = 0 (exact bisection). Hence, in Table 3 , we present results for GMetis with r = 0.1 and T = 0 (given in parentheses). We report runtimes for GMetis for T = 0. These experiments used s = log,n (IVl = n ) solutions and 12 generations. Observe that GMetis cuts are competitive with the other methods, especially for several larger benchmarks. The big win for GMetis is its short runtime, e.g., generating a single solution for avqlarge takes 417/(12 log, 25178) = 2.5 seconds.
27(32)
In conclusion, we have integrated the Metis multilevel partitioning package of [13] into a genetic algorithm.
We show that (i) Metis outperforms previous FM-based approaches, (ii) GMetis improves upon Metis for large benchmarks, and (iii) GMetis is competitive with previous methods while using less CPU. We have recently implemented our own hypergraph multilevel algorithm and integrated it into a new cell placement tool.
